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After a shootout leaves her injured, Glory Carpenter
returns to Tombstone, Arizona, to reclaim the only home
she's ever known, only to discover than a legendary
gunslinger owns half of the family's ranch. Johnny is a
man who lives by the draw, the kind of man Glory loves
to hate--until he makes a bid on her heart.
First Published in 1995. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor
& Francis, an informa company.

Contemporary globalization is transforming and
undermining the role of the nation-state, causing it to
lose its grip on both the national economy and
identity. This is a penetrating analysis of this
phenomenon and an explorationn of how
governments - national, regional, local, global cityregions - can respond. This original selection of
essays discusses the impact of globalization on
nation-states and the international system, the
consequent political and sociological fragmentation
of nations, and the rise of multiple identities within
those nations. These essays uniquely investigate the
dramatic effect of globalization on governance,
outlining how sub-state 'governments' have now
become international actors. This volume delivers a
key insight into the way globalization is reshaping
political relationships, and will be of interest to
students of politics, international studies and
globalization.
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This book provides readers with an overview of the
implications for research of the theoretical work
which acknowledges a debt to the writings of L.S.
Vygotsky. A concise introduction to Vygotsky’s
original thesis and discussions on his approach to
research methods is given; this is followed by an
exploration of the research practices which have
arisen in fields developed on the basis of his original
thesis. These include: Socio-cultural studies with a
focus on mediated action; Distributed Cognition,
Situated Cognition and Activity Theory. To aid
understanding, chapters devoted to each area will
provide excellent accounts of specific studies which
illustrate the underlying methodological principles
and the specific methods which are being deployed.
In each case assumptions and limitations are
discussed. The book concludes with some proposals
for future developments at both methodological and
conceptual levels.
The American WandererThrough Various Parts of
Europe, in a Series of Letters to a Lady (interspersed
with a Variety of Interesting Anecdotes)Dance of
DeathKurt Jooss and the Weimar YearsRoutledge
Edward Bond Letters, Volume IV, focuses on four
significant areas of Edward Bond's work: education,
imagination and the child; theatre-in-education; At
the Inland Sea; language and imagery. The letters
represent a coruscating attack on our present
society, as well as offering insights into how the
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situation might be improved. Bond's letters attack
modern education, arguing that "children are being
educated to sell themselves" and suggesting that
social problems are caused by an oppression of the
imagination. Many letters refer directly to a play - for
instance Tuesday, which presents an assessment of
the many difficulties faced by contemporary society.
The language and imagery of one of Bond's most
recent plays, In the Company of Men, is animatedly
discussed, and Bond reminds us in a final
description that "the good image is always absent,
because it is present in the mind.
Given that most large and medium-sized companies
act internationally, an increasing number of
managers serve as executive and non-executive
directors of affiliates or groups of companies in
several jurisdictions. Irrespective of this,
management faces increasing legal restrictions and
regulation in various countries. In this environment,
managers should not only take legal advice but also
develop a sense for potential legal risks and be
aware of the most relevant rules for management in
the respective states, to be able to act and decide or
supervise other managers properly. Governance
offers comprehensive information on legal issues for
international managers in 23 countries in terms of
decision-making, corporate crisis, accounting,
mergers and acquisitions, as well as equity and debt
raisings.
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Children bereaved by the death of one parent at the
hands of the other, almost always the father, in effect
lose both parents, and are often forgotten in the
midst of such dramatic situations. Reflecting the
increased interest in child protection and child law
systems, this second edition of When Father Kills
Mother brings to public knowledge, in amplified form
information about the effects of psychological trauma
and bereavement on children. By combining
knowledge about bereavement with that of posttraumatic stress disorder, the book remains
informative and essential reading for all those
involved in the field, both professionally and
personally.
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